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                Bluebeam Revu Training

                We are Australia's leading specialist software training provider.

                Get individuals, teams or companies up to speed with:

                Bluebeam Revu, Adobe, PDF Software, Microsoft Office, MindManager, Productivity and Time Management and many other tailored training courses.
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                        Onsite and Remote Software Training

                    

                    
                    
                

            

        

        
            
                
                    Mindsystems provides customised onsite and online training to help your team become more productive. We offer unique, motivating courses that challenge the 'boredom' factor often encountered in corporate training, to deliver results that last. With 25 years of accredited experience at our disposal, our trainers are able to draw on a wealth of resources to ensure outstanding results. We offer a variety of fixed training packages, with custom options available upon request.

                

                
                    Mindsystems Training Capabilities

                    	Relatable practical courses, designed to target your requirements.
	Workflow specific training and business focused workshops.
	Quick Start online training sessions, one-to-one or group Webinar.
	Manufacturing Industry specific usage and consultation.
	Paperless Office skills / productivity training.
	Brainstorming and Communication Workshops.


                

                
                    Unleash Potential

                    Software is often intuitive, but the real productivity gains occur when it is adapted to your specific way of doing business. Our certified training avoids the accidental learning of inefficient workflows, and gets the whole organisation off to an accelerated start.

                

                
                    Learning Outcomes

                    Our training will ensure your staff integrate the software into their daily workflows, and eliminate the possibility of poor process dampening your productivity. Onsite training ensures that your employees can leverage all features in a way that is relevant to the work they are performing, and to the specific goals of the company. By engaging early in direct instructor lead training, you change your software investment from a useful asset to a focal point of productivity that delivers a rapid ROI.

                

                
                    Delivery Modes

                    Training is delivered onsite at your premises or remotely via Webinar technology. The recommended onsite programme is 1 day, with half day sessions available for those who find it hard to schedule all attendees for a full day. We also deliver an advanced 2 day programme. Online sessions typically run for 1 hour 30 minutes, with group Webinars lasting up to 2 hours depending on requirements.

                

                
                    
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    Development Services

                

                
                    Custom Software Development for AEC

                

                
                
            

        

    

    
        
            
                When it comes time to add new software to your technology mix, integration can often be a challenge. Mindsystems provides integration and development services to help you succeed in your next project. Our qualified Software Engineers can integrate complex existing systems, develop new workflows, design standardised templates or even build new systems from scratch. Adhering to the latest development and project management methodologies, you can be assured of a quality output from our developers.

            

            
                Mindsystems Capabilities

                	Bluebeam Revu PDF software and templates.
	JavaScript and browser based applications.
	Microsoft technologies including C#, .NET and emerging Universal Apps.
	Apple technologies including desktop or iOS native app development.
	Android native development including database driven Apps.
	Web technologies including PHP, HTML5 animation and database design.
	Advanced PDF, web form and document design.
	Web server to software API integrations.


            

            
                Development Scenarios

                Mindsystems development is typically engaged to enable integration of existing systems, or to develop new business specific applications. If you are facing a scenario in which disparate existing systems do not communicate appropriately, or you are unable to develop an appropriate workflow, Mindsystems development may be able to bridge the gap.

            

            
                Development Pricing Structure

                Mindsystems development services are priced according to project scope. Fixed price or hourly contracts can be negotiated depending on the project specifics. All work is appropriately documented, debugged and full source code is surrendered at each iteration via our secure project management interface. Please contact us for an initial discussion.

            

            
                
            

        

    

    
        
            
                When off the shelf support doesn't cut it anymore

                Our software engineers are local, knowledgeable and responsive.
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